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Multi-parameter approximation of calibrating values for multi-hole
probes

o
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ATt = neasured vg(ue

In this contribution there is presented a method for calculating the
calibration spheres and calibration spaces of subsonic and supersonic
probes by multiparameter approximation functions.

To determine the flow vector in both magnitude and direction, probes
are normally uEed, which have special features, due to the measuring
taek.

In Fig. 1 there are shown the two types of five-hole-probes used for
our measurements: on the left hand a semi-spherical five-hole-probe,
normally adapted for subsoaic measurements, and on the right hand,
a conical five-hole-probe, used for sr.personic flow meagurements.
Beneath the probe head, there are located two NTC-thermistors for
measuring the flow temperature.

The probes presented here dellver seven informations independent
from each other. Thus, seven flow parameterg can be uniquely
determined, as follorvs:

total pressure p,
static pressure p
flow velocity c (Mach-number M)
the two angles of flow vector or, p
total temperature T,
static temperature T

ATeaua=Y

Fig. 15 Measured total temperature rise compared with temperature
rise calculated from velocity diagrams (2nd stage rotor)
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Fig. 1 Subsonic and supersonic five-hole-probe

FLg. 2 shows the location and the numeration of the pressure holes
and the direction of the flow vector at the probe head.

Due to the calibration data, functlons are to be stated now to compute
the above mentioned flow parameters. As the measured calibration
values are only depending on the variables Machnumber and the angles
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M

Fig. 2 Probe head

oi and F, there must eldst a unique interdependency between these
variables and the calibration data, on the other hand.

In Fig. 3 the calibration space of a five-hole-probe is plotted.
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Fig. 3 Calibration space of a five-hole subsonic probe
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To enable the description of this interdependency, there have to be
established non-dimensional characteristics. They are required to
represent the essential influence of each one of the following flow
variables: flow velocity (Mach-number), pitch angle c( and yawangle p:
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The characteristics defined before, advantageously depend only on the
pressure values measured by the probe head.

There can be establlshed now the following functions for the flow
parameters by the aid of the defined characteristics:

D,-D^+t'*
Fig, 4 Calibration sphere of a five-hole subsonic nrobe (\* = const. )

replaces this sphere, since the grid points of corresponding discrete
gections in the three directions are to be interpreted as angle data.
For the mathematical formulation of the mentioned function a polynom-
expresslon is chosen which includes the three independent characteristics:

pitch angle
yaw angle
Mach number

* = fl (ko., ko, \ur)
lt = fz ko., kR' \d)
IvI=fg (ko., kB,\d)

total pressure Pt-Po
= f4 &0., kB, tu)

static pressure

Ap
Po-F
Ap = fb ko1., kg, \g)

total temperature
T .-T_€l__ = 1Tt -T 6 ftq' op' \*)

static temperature. HTt -T o(, kB' lttr)

Tg1, Tg2 - Temperatures, measured udth tfie thermistors

The further mathematical procedure may be enplained by the aid of
the map of the angle u (Fig. 4): within the spatial coordinate system,
established by the independent characteristics ko., kfj, (k* = const),
a sphere is built up by the calibration data. The calibration function
of the pitch angle ol = f (ko(, kF, ltw)

"ijL unknown coefficients
I m n total number of coefficients

Different mathematical procedures are well-known to determine this
function from measured calibration data.

In principle, there exist turo different procedures:
1) the method of interpolation
2) rr n I' approximation

The interpolation methods use functions wtrich fulfill the ordinate value
in each measured point exactly. On the contrary, by aid of the approxi-
mation methods functions are determined which fairly substitute the
system of the measured values without replacing the measured values.

Ix=f
i=1

m

j=1 E "rjo \*o-t o,, t-t oo.t-t
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Two approximation conditions are of importance for practice:
1) the Tschebyscheff Minimum Condition
2) the Gaussian Minimum Condition

According to Tschebyscheff, there are determined functions of that
kind that the maximum error becomes a minimum. The application of
these functions very often meets heavy formal difficulties, as the
system of equations to determine the unknovm coefficients, is non-
linear.

These difficulties donrt arise with the Gaussian condition, which
requires the error of the approximative functions has to become a
minimum. Due to the Gaussian condition a set of linear equations for
the unknounr coefficients can be built up. The Gaussian Minimum con-
dition has been applied to the calculation of the caribration values of
five-hole-probes. The Minimum Conditions is as follou,s:

3?

Fig. 5 Survey of the errors by application of the approximative
functions

a FPFp FAu.v.w - 1

CONCLUSION

By the aid of multi-parameter approximation there can be replaced
calibration spheres and calibration spaces by only one function. The
coefficients of such a function being known, the calculation of data
measured by five-hole-probes in the flow field is considered quick
and easy. No interpolation and iteration is needed, to determine the
flow characteristics.
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The partial differentiation of this equation after all uriknown coefficients
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results in the necess:rry number of independent equations for the
computation of the coefficients. This system of equation can be solved
by the Elimination-Method or otrer well-known numerical methods.

In Fig. 5 there are demonstrated some results of the applications of
the multi-parameter approximation for different five-hole-probes.
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